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Abstract 
REFLEX11 was a winter study of interactions between the sea ice covered ocean 
and the atmospheric boundary Layer in the marginal ice zone north of Svalbard 
(15OE 78ON). The experiment, was based on flights of the aircraft Polar2 and Polar4 
between February 28 and March 25, 1993. It was conducted simultaneously with 
the experiment ARKTIS 93, which comprised the missions of two other aircraft, of 
RV POLARSTERN and two ot,her ships. 
The polar aircraft were equipped with basic meteorological and radiation instru- 
ments. Polar2 also carried scanning cameras in the visible and thermal infrared 
to detect the ice and new ice (nilas) concentrations and the surface temperature 
with a spatial resolution of w 4m2. A turbulence probing system and a laser al- 
timeter On the Same aircraft provided coincident data On the surface structure and 
on turbulence and turbulent fluxes in the atmospheric boundary layer. Polar4 was 
equipped with a dropsonde system. A total of 23 flights on 12 days were performed 
under prevailing very cold weather conditions. The flights were arranged to study 
the effects of different ice conditions on the low-level turbulence and the radiation 
flux regin~e over sea ice in the presence of low clouds. The surface structure was 
recorded by the cameras in those regions, where on the same day SAR-scenes of the 
ERS-I were obtained. Forcing and validation data sets for mesoscale modelling work 
were achieved by tightly coordinated aircraft missions over the marginal ice zone. 
This report briefly outlines the scientific objectives and dcscribcs thc instrumenta- 
tion and the experimental phase. It comprises a catalogue of all flights and presents 
examples of typical features measured during the campaign. 

1. Introduction 
The Radiation und Eddy Flux Experiment, REFLEX 11, was conducted to the n0rt.h 
and west of Svalbard (15OE 78'1) on t,he basis of measurements with the two air- 
craft. Polar "2nd Polar 4 of the Alfred Wegener Institute. REFLEX I1 was a winter 
experiment with scient,ific objectives similar to those of the REFLEX I experiment 
in 1991 (Hart,mann et al.. 1992) . 
It aims t,o study atmospheric processes affected by Arctic sea ice during wintertime. 
Since t,he vertical exchange of momentum and energy vary considerably wit,h ice 
concentration, ice thickness and floe size dist,ribution, a major objective of the pro- 
gramme is to derive schemes, which parameterise turbulent fluxes in relation to sea 
ice statistics. In wint,ertime wit,h prevailing very low air temperatures the extent, 
of leads or thin ice in cont,act with t.he air is particularly import.ant for the heat 
exchange. Thercfore turbulent, fluxes of heat, humidity and momentum are det.er- 
mined from aircraft data and relat.ed t,o floe size and surface temperature statistics 
from scanning camera systems. 
The turbulent, exchange of heat,. momentum and moisture plays a key role in the 
formation of low stratus clouds, which in turn. influence the surface radiation bal- 
a n .  Flight pat,terns of Polar2 and Polare were arranged to obtain data on cloud 
shortwave t,ransmissivity and cloud longwave emissivit.y. During cold air outbreaks, 
south of the sea ice region convection frequently organises into vortex rolls. As a 
supplement t,o t,he related aircraft, missions of the coincident experiment ARKTIS 93 
wind, temperature and humidity were determined from dropsonde profiles along the 
air mass trajectories over t,he Open ocean. 
The state of the lower atmosphere in the vicinity of the  ice margin was determined 
by frequent Polare ascents/descents and dropsonde profiles. while Polar2 obtained 
the energy fluxes on a scale of 100 km x 100 km. The data will be used for the 
forcing and validation of mesoscale model studies with a 3 D nonhydrostatic model 
(METRAS). 
With considerable effort the aircraft missions were arranged to obtain ground truth 
data for t~he int.erpretation of data from the SAR-instrument (Synthetic aperture 
radar) flown onboard the ERS-I (European Research Satellite). The airborne infor- 
mation comprise the surface temperature. ice concentration and geometric surface 
roughness. 
The aircraft, instrumentation basically has been described in the REFLEX I exper- 
iment, report. The present report Covers the new instruments on the aircraft and 
important items with respect to calibration and intercomparison in sections 3 and 
4. A catalogue of flight,s with flight pat,terns and NOAA satellite Images is given in 
sect.ion 5. Examples of data elucidating their suitability to the scientific objectives 
are presented in section 6. 
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2. The Polar 2 and Polar 4 Aircraft Instrumentation 
The Polar2 and Polar4 are Dornier D0228 turbo-prob aircraft wit,h a wing Span 
of 17m and a length of 15m. They are fully IFR-equipped and have laser-gyro 
Inertial Navigation Systems (INS). For REFLEX I1 separate Global Positioning Sys- 
tems (GPS) were available for the pilots for precise navigation and for scientific 
purposes. Generally. missions were flown with a five person Crew, two pilot,s, one or 
two operat,ors and one or two scientist,~. 
During REFLEX I1 the Basic iVfeteoro1ogica.l Facilities, the Meteopod turbulente sys- 
tem. the Visible Line Scan Camera. were flown on t,he Polar2 aircraft,, while t.he 
Dropsonde system was t,ransferred to the Polard. These Instruments were briefly 
described in the experiment report on REFLEX I (Hartmann et al., 1992) and have 
not, been modified significantly. Addit,ional inst,rumentat,ion systems of REFLEX I1 
are described below. Table 1 lists a Summary of the instrumentation 
Table 1: Instruments of Polar 2 and Polar 4 during REFLEX 11. 
Polar 2 and Polar 4 
static pressure 
absolute pressure 
differential pressure 
temperature (PT  100) 
humiditv 
2 Pyrgeometers (up/down) 
radiation thermometer 
model 
Rosemount 856AE13 (de-iceable) 
Rosemount 1201F2AlBlB 
Rosemount 1221F2VL6BlB 
Rosemount 102 EJ 2BB 
Aerodata AD-FS-88 (Vaisala Humicap and P" 
Eppley PSP 
Eppley P IR  
Heimann KT 4 
SEL 6-channel 
Honeywell Lasernav 
only Polar 2 
dropsonde system 1 Vaisala/Aerodat.a Marwin MW 12C 
5-hole-probe 
temperature 
absolute pressure 
differential pressure 
fast humidity (Lyman-a) 
absolute humidity 
inertial-platform 
Line Scan Camera (VIS) 
Line Scan Camera (IR) 
laser-altimeter 
radar-altimeter 
Rosemount 858AJ28 
AWI P t  100 reverse-flow housing 
Rosemount 1201F2.A 
Rosemount 122 1 F2 
Atm.Instr.Res. AIR-LA1 
General Eastern 101 1B reverse-flow 
dew-point-mirror 
Litten LTR-81 
AWI 
AWI 
IBEO PS 100 0-100m, 2cm resolution, 2000H 
TRT AHV-20, 0-1500m. 0.3 m resolution, 50 H 
onlv Polar 4 
REFLEX I1 
2.1. Dropsonde system 
During REFLEX11 the Vaisala Maiwin MWl2c radio sonde system was used with 
nlajor modifications in comparison to REFLEX I. where no valuable wind data could 
be obtained. A new Motherboard MPL' 13 and a new software. version number 5.13, 
capable of including Loran-C and Navy-VLF stations in the wind calculation, were 
installed. Further modifications included the sonde antenna and an antenna am- 
plifier and the aircraft antenna. 145th these modifications the dropsondes yielded 
acceptable wind data. In section 4 a comparison with the aircraft wind measure- 
ments is shown. 
2.2. Laser Altimeter 
To record the structure of the ice surface on a ccnt,imetre scale, Polar 2 carried a 
vertically downward looking laser altimeter. The distance measuring is based On 
reflection of the laser beam frorn a natural surface. Measurements require a high 
albedo and are not possible over water, when the aircraft height is 30m. 
Table 2: Laser Altimeter Technical Specifications 
type: 
power: 
range: 
lens diameter: 
beam divergence: 
pulse frequency: 
pulse duration: 
wavelength: 
distance accuracy: 
footprint size: 
PS 100 E, manufacturer: IBEO. Hamburg 
100 W 
100 m over a white surface 
42 m m  
2.4 mrad 
2 000 Hz 
10 ns 
905 nm 
3 cm for a single pulse on white surface 
11.4cm for an aircraft height of 30m 
The instrument was operated at a pulse frequency of 2 000 Hz. With the typical air- 
craft speed of 70 m/s  this corresponds to 3.5 cm horizontal distance between pulses. 
The laser beam has a divergence of 2.4 mrad leading to a diameter of 11 cm at  30 m,  
the typical aircraft height during measuring runs. The standard error for a target 
distance of 30 m is 3 cm. Since individual pulses are independent. averaging over 3 
consecutive measurement,~ reduces the standard error of the mean distance to 1.7 Cm. 
Table 2 summarises the specifications of the instrument. 
2.3. The line scan systems 
Two different digital line scan systems were installed 011 Polar 2. Both Instruments 
consist of cross-track Scanners to measure the intensity of surface signals perpendi- 
cular to the flieht track, one in the visible and the other in the infrared range. 
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The altitude of t,he aircraft det,ermines the widt.h and cross-track resolution of the 
Images. Since the Scanners enable t,he sampling of 50 lines per second, the along- 
track resolution is determined by the aircraft,'~ ground speed and with a typical 
aircraft speed of 70 m/s is about 1.5 m. 
Table 3: Technical details of the Line Scan Cameras. 
system parameters LSC IRLS 
CCD 512 pixels single IR sensor at  77 K sensor 
wavelengt h band 
optics 
scan angle 
temporal resolution 
Cross flight track resolution 
at  a flight altitude of 500 m 
along flight track resolution 
for an aircraft speed of 70 m/s 
sensitivity 
quantities to be derived 
from data 
0.4pm - 1.1pm 
8 mm lens, f11.4 
90 
50 scans / s 
1.4m 
256 gray levels 
concentration of ice 
nilas and Open wat,er. 
ice floe size 
distribution; 
8 p  - 12pm 
rot~ating mirror, f11.1 
90 O 
50 scans / s 
2 m (average) 
1.4 m 
0.1 K (25 K range) 
structural details of 
ice floes. 
surface temperature 
distribution. 
surface roughness ice types 
Ice. nilas and wat,er concentrations can be derived from data of the vertically down- 
ward looking visible Line Scan Camera (LSC) which is sensitive in the visible and 
near infrared spectral range of 400 - 1100nm. It observes the reflectance of the  sea 
surface elements. High resolution data of the surface temperature were measured 
by means of an Infrared Line Scanner (IRLS). The sensor operates in the thermal 
infrared range between 8 p m  and 12pm which Covers an adjust,able temperature 
range of 25 K with a resolution of 0.1 K .  This system was operated (after some test 
flights in the Antarctic) for the first time routinely during REFLEX 11. Both the LSC 
and the IRLS scan the Same area beneath the aircraft and were adjusted to sirnilar 
spatial resolution. Some technical details of the systems are summarized in Table 3. 
REFLEX I1 
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3. Experimental Phase 
The experiment took place from February 28th to March 25th, 1993. During the mis- 
sions, the instruments were operated by scientists of the Alfred-Wegener-Institut fÃ¼ 
Polar- und Meeresforschung (AWI) and engineers of Aerodata. GmbH, Braunschweig. 
The Polar 2 and Polar4 were flown by pilots of the  Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fÅ¸ 
Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) and Aerodata. 
REFLEX11 was conducted simultaneously with the  experiment ARKTIS 93. ARK- 
TIS 93 comprised missions of the aircraft D-IBUF (Do 128) and FALCON from the 
same base. Within the same experiment three research vessels were present in the 
region. RV POLARSTERN took a position in the marginal sea ice Zone a t  about, 
81 O N ,  5 " E, while Valdivia and Professor Multanovsky performed observation pro- 
grams between 70 O N  and 75 O N .  
All flights were planned in a temporary office of the Norsk Polar Institutt at 
Longyearbyen Lufthavn. Weather information was available from the meteorolo- 
gist of Det Norske Meteorologiske Institutt (DNMI) a t  Longyearbyen and from maps 
received by fax. Actual satellite information from XOAA sat.el1it.e~ were transmitted 
via telecommunication link from TSS (TrÃ¶ms Satellite Station) and by means of a 
small satellite receiving station. Additional weather informat,ion was available from 
the ships. 
All aircraft operations took place in the area to the west and north of Svalbard 
between 0 OE, 78 ON and 20 'E, 82ON. The catalogue of flights (Section 5) shows the 
individual flieht paths. 
Flight patterns belonged to one of the following basic types: 
Low level flights of POLAR 2 at  an altitude of 30 m for st,udies of turbulent fluxes 
of momentum, heat and moisture above different ice categories. LSC, IRLS and 
Laser altimeter data are also available for most of these low level flights. 
Flight patterns of both aircraft with frequent aircraft ascents/descents and drop- 
sonde releases on a horizontal scale of 100 km X 100 km for the documentation 
of mesoscale structures in marginal ice Zone. 
Line Scan camera (LSC) and Infrared Line Scanner (IRLS) survey flights for stud- 
ies of ice type distribution, concentration, floe size and surface temperature 
distribution. 
POLAR 2 and POLAR 4 flights, coordinated to observe the effects of low level 
clouds On the surface radition balance and On the net radiation of the cloud/sea 
ice system. 
POLAR 4-flights with dropsonde releases to document the modification of the 
air mass during cold air outbreaks over the ocean. 
Patterns I were flown over distances of 20 to 50 km in the sea ice region and orga- 
nized to Cover a wide range of ice concentrations and thermal stratification. They 
were repeated several times in order to obtain reliable turbulence statistics. While 
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POLARSTERN was in the sea ice, several flight, sect,ions for t,he int~ercomparison of 
aircraft and ground data were flown. Turbulence dat,a at t,he levels of 30 m and 60 m 
are available for total flight lengths of 3075 km and 260 km respect,ively. 
The mesoscale patterns I1 were flown as boxes over the ice margin on 4 days and 
as distance/height cross sections during cold air outbreaks On 3 days. The pat,terns 
and measurements of the boxes were arranged to provide a good horizontal and 
vertical resolution and to obtain relevant parameters for t,he forcing and va,lidat,ion 
of mesoscale atmospheric models. 
The flight,~ I11 with the LSC and IRLS were performed On 11 days. On 9 days the 
surface was observed in regions, which were also covered by scenes of the Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) onboard the European Research Satellite (ERS I). 
Patterns IV included Polar 2 and Polar 4 intercomparisons in loose format,ion flight,~ 
(5 legs) and intercomparisons wit,h the ground observat,ions a t  the KOLDEWEY- 
Sta,tion in Ny-Alesund (Svalbard) (5 legs) and a t  POLARSTERN (15 legs). The 
shortwave and longwave flux differentes across the atmospheric boundary layer 
caused by low-level cloud decks were determined by Polar 2 and Polar 4 flight a t  dif- 
ferent. heights (11 legs). The aircraft ascents (120 profiles) provided vertical profiles 
of radiative fluxes, temperat,ure and humidity and cloud thickness information. 
The flights according to pattern V were pcrformed from approximately 350 km 
downstream of thc ice margin to a position 100 km upstrcam of the ice margin at 
a flight. level of 3000 m with dropsondes released every 10 min. The dropsonde 
temperature. humidity and wind data on three occasions document modifications 
along the air mass trajectory and serve as a contribution to the related D-IBUF- and 
FALCON-missions during cold air outbreaks. 
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4. Sensor Calibration and Intercomparison 
4.1- Sensor calibrations 
4.1 . I .  Radiation Thermometer 
During nine flight,s the KT4-radiation n ~ e a s u r e m e n t . ~  onboard Polar 2were calibrated 
with a black body radiat,or moved int,o t.he opt,ical pat,h. The  black body ternper- 
atures cover the t.emperat,ure range from -27 and +5OC. The  temperatures of the  
racliat,ion thermomet,er show a syst,en~at,ic deviat,ion from t.hose of t . 1 ~  black body. 
which can be described by 
where T;<i-i,m denotcs the  observed and t h e  corrected surface t,emperature, 
30th in 'C. The  s tandard deviat,ion of t,he calibration points from the  regression 
polynom is 0.5 K. 
Figure 1: K T 4  correction based On black body calibrations. 
T h e  correct.ion fit,s well with t h e  linear REFLEX I calibration. where t h e  black body 
temperat,ure was not below -12OC. T h e  observed TA-r4,m during REFLEX11 are 
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frequently below -35OC over sea ice. Since no calibrat,ion data at  such low t,empera- 
tures are available, the polynom used for correction (see Figure 1) becomes uncertain 
to &1 - 2 K  below -40Â°C 
4.1.2. Recalibration of radiation sensors 
The four pyrgeometers and four pyranometers of the aircraft since 1988 have been 
regularly calibrated at the "Meteorologisches Observat,orium des Deutschen Wetter- 
dienstes" (DWD) once per year since 1988. The calibration protocols from 1988 to 
1993 are used to determine variations of the sensitivities and offsets of the instru- 
ments. 
The calibration coefficients of the pyranometers are very stable throughout the pe- 
riod (see Table 4). No modifications are applied to the REFLEX 11-dita. 
DWD 
Meteorologisches 
Observatorium 
Hamburg 
March 30.1989 
April 23.1990 
June 4,1991 
August 1,1991 
January 21,1993 
June 10,1993 
July 6,1993 
+ Ku(Ts4 - Td4) 
Table 4: Calibration coefficients of radiation sensors. 
date 
The pyrgeometers are recalibrated on the basis of a method slightly different to that 
applied by the DWD. According to Albrecht et al. (1975) the  longwave radiation 
flux Fi is determined by the Sensor heat budget components via the relation 
pyrgeometer sensitivity R in mV/W m"' 
PIR 26955 F 3  PIR 26956 F3 P IR  26810 F3 PIR 26811 F3 
Polar2 FLI Polar2 F L ~  Polar4 FLI Polar4 F L ~  
1 
=Â -Utk R + oT' - Ku(T4 - T ' ) ,  
where R is the sensitivity of the thermopile, Uth is the voltage of the thermopile, 
0- is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0- = 5.66 10-s W / ( m 2 K 4 ) ) ,  Tc and Td are 
the thermopile sink temperature and the dome temperature respectively, K is a 
coefficient defined as the ratio between the emissivity of the  inside of the dome and 
the dome transmissivity. 
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0 TU: 
Pyrgeometer recaiibrated 
Pyrgeometer 
Figure 2: . 
Longwave radiation fluxes before and after recalibration. The KT4-signal is low-pass 
filtered to correct for the hemibpheric view of the pyrgeometer. 
The DWD-method assumes, that Tc and T,i are t.he Same, which causes the last term 
to vanish. 1nspect.ion of the temperatures shows. however. t,hat they differ and t,he 
coefficients R and K of the above equation are calculated by a least, Squares method 
for each calibration run. The results are given in Table 4. The paramet.er K is 
characteristic for the dome and is of the Same magnitude found during other studies 
(Albrecht et. al, 1975). The improvement of the new calibration is obvious from 
Figure 2. 
The downward looking pyrgeometer of POLAR 2 is compared t.o the KT4 data during 
flights at a level of 30 m. The longwave radiation flux observed by bot,h instruments 
then is 
since the emission of the intermediate thin and dry atmospheric layer is weak. KT4 
temperatures have been averaged with respect to the hemispheric view of the pyr- 
geometer and were applied for flieht calibration. Based on the above equation. the 
estimated parameters R and K are close to the lahoratory results. 
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During the course of REFLEX I1 intercomparisons were performecl bet,ween different, 
sensors onboard t h e  aircraft, and between aircraft and ground scnsors. 
4.2.1. Comparison of radiation fluxes 
The radia,tion sensors of Polu.~2 and Polari were compared 011 9 flight, lcgs, while 
t.he aircraft flcw in loose formation. Aircraft, radiation dat,a were compared wit,h 
ground dat,a obtained during low level overflight,~ of tshe ÃŸaselin Surface Radiation 
Network Station (BSRN) at. the  Koldewey-St,at,ion (Xy Alesuncl) and of t.he racliat,ion 
instiuments near RV POLARSTERN. 
0 Polar4 
A ~ ~ h s u n d  
a Polarstern 
+ KT4 
Figure 3: Summary of radiation intercomparisons during REFLEX I1 All data refer to 
Polar 2. 
Figure 3 shows t h e  mean offset ,~ of inst.ruments from all comparison flight,~. T h e  dif- 
fercnces of botsh longwavc hemispheric fluxes and of t,he upwelling shortwave fluxes 
bctwccn Polar2 and Polar4 are smaller t,han &5 W/m2. T h e  global radiation dat.a 
differ within k10 W/m2, which is mainly due  to t,he aircraft separat,ion and effect.s 
of high clouds during t h e  flights. T h e  difference is smaller for flight legs under dose  
formation. T h e  downwelling fluxes measured near POLARSTERN hardly deviate 
from the  aircraft da ta .  Offsets of 5 - 10 W/m2 are found for t h e  upwelling fluxes. 
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since t.he ship observat~ions reflect thc local effect ,~ beneat.11 t,he sensors. T h e  radia- 
t,ion dat,a at. t,he Koldewey-St,at.ion are obt.ained wit.l~in horizont.ally liet.~rogeneous 
s~~rrounclings and were averaged over 5 min. 
4.3.  Coinparison flight between Polar 2 and D-IBUF 
On March 4 t,he inst,rurnent,s of t~he Pola r2  and of t,hc D 0  128 ( I B U F )  of t h e  Instit,ut 
fiir Flugfiihrung. Universit,Ã¤t Braunschwig.  wrrc compared. 
Aft,er t,ake off in Longyearbyen Po1a .d  and D-IÃŸL' flew a t  200ft over t,he part,ly 
ice-covered Isfjord t,o t.hc west,. IBUFlead and PolarZfollowed in about a n  8 o'clock 
posit,ion. At t,he exit of t,he fjord. bot,h aircraft. t,urned t.o t,he nort,h ancl ascended t,o 
3 000 nl. Figure 4 shows a plot, of t . 1 ~  flight path.  Sect,ions uscd for int,ercomparison 
are marked by a bold line. 
Figure 4: Intercomparison flight patli of tlie Polar2 and D-IBL'F. 
4.3.2. Pressure, temperature and humidity 
For bot11 aircraft t,he pot,ential tOemperature 0 and t h e  specific humidity q during t,he 
ascent are plot.t,ed versus height in Figure 5. T h e  height is calculated by int.egrat,ion 
of t,he barometric formula wit,h t h e  act.ual t ~ e i n p e r a t ~ ~ r e  measuren~ents .  
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Figure 5: Comparison of tcmperature and humidity. 
Before takeoff the static pressures of the aircraft differed by 5.7hpa. Interference 
with the running engines may contribute to this large value. A vertical alignment 
of significant features in the soundings reveals a pressure difference of 311pa. This 
value coincides with the specified accuracy of the Meteopod pressure transducer. 
The temperature measurements (channel29 of IBL'F and channel4.5 of Polar 2) differ 
by 0.7 K ,  at  the beginning of the ascent and by 0.4 K at  the end. The difference 
between the specific humidity. measured with a Vaisala Humicap, is between 0.025 
and 0.0.5 g/kg. 
4.3.3. Wind vector 
Comparisons of the wind vector measurements are shown in Figure 6. It shows 
a good agreement in the U-component. As the flight was on a northbound track. 
this component is approximatly orthogonal t,o t.he longitudinal axis of the aircraft. 
However; a large difference increasing from 1 m/s at  the beginning to 2 m/s a t  the end 
of the ascent appears in t,he V-component. This difference mainly results from INS 
data of the aircraft. velocity in the earth-syst.em. since the airspeed measurements 
agreed very well. The INS error is caused by Schuler oscillations which vary in 
phase and amplitude for both aircraft. By using data from the gps-receivers carried 
in bot,h aircraft, a first, order correction can be applied: long term variations of 
t.he aircraft, velocity component are removed from the INS data and replaced by 
the correspondingly low-pass filtered GPS data. The corrected wind measurement,~, 
shown in Figure 6. agree now on average within 0.5m/s. 
I o d s  - 5 d s  O d s  
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Figure 6: Comparison of the uncorrected (top) and the gps-corrected wind vector (bot- 
tom). Solid lines: differences between Polar2- and D-IBUF-data. 
4.3.4. Comparison of turbulence statistics. 
The horizontal section of the flight can be used to compare turbulence measurements 
from the gust probes. For both aircraft the gps-correction is applied to the wind 
measurements. Prime quantities are computed by applying a high-pass filter with 
a cut-off frequency corresponding to a horizontal scale of 5 km. Since the available 
IBUF-data are sampled at  12.5 Hz. the Polar 2 da ta  for better comparison are also 
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used wit,h 12.5 Hz sampling rat,e. 
A comparison of heat, and humidity flux measurements can not be made since t,he 
IBL'F does not have fast Sensors for temperat,ure ancl hurnidit,y. Alt,hough t,he first, 
order moments agree within a few percent of each ot,her t,he comparison shows. t h t ,  
the higher order moments are very sensit,ive t,o mea~urement~s errors. 
Table 5: Comparison of turbulente statistics. Listed are the standard deviations of 
the wind components uTL7 uÃ£ aÃ£- thc mean wind specd U .  the friction velocity U* = 
- 
w ' u '  + W ' V ' ) ~ . ~ ~  and the drag coefficient c,{ = u w 2 .  
Polar 2 
2.67 m/s 
2.51 m/s 
0.68 m/s  
8.05 m/s 
0.25 m/s 
0.96.103 
4.4. Dropsonde and aircraft intercomparison 
On several days the flight patt,crns of POLAR 4 were arranged such t.hat an aircraft 
ascent from a height. of 30 m above ground to  1800 n~ was followecl by a dropsondc 
release and an aircraft descent again to a height, of 30 m. The aircraft, t,ravellecl a 
horizont,al distance of about 20 km during an ascent OS descent,. 
Figures 7 and 8 display dropsonde ancl aircraft dat,a frorn i~~t,ercomparisons. Since 
thc dropsonde pot,ent,ial temperatures are between t,he aircraft sounding dat,a. t,he 
differences presumably are due t,o horizont,al t,emperature gradient.~. During some 
intercomparisons dropsondes overest,imat,ed tetnpcrat.ures by 1 to  2 I< 
Relative humidit,ies differ considerably. Tlie dropsoncle humidit,y dat,a of more t,llan 
90 % (wit,h respect. to sat,urat,ion over water) in thc ground layer are reliable, since 
clouds have been observed there. The prcsence of ice particles in t,he clo~~cls i  
probable, since t,he air teinperat.ures are at, -18 'C. The aircraft humidit,y data, which 
are much lower t.han 85 do not, reflect, the cloud layer. The  aircraft. Sensor shows 
a very slow response to  t,he humidity causing a hysteresis effect between ascent ancl 
descent. The malfunct,ion may be due to  salt cont,ainination. 
The aircraft wind dat.a slight,ly differ bet,ween t.he ascent and descent,. Aircraft, ancl 
dropsonde wind dat,a are of t,he same magnitude. but dropsonde winds smoot,l~ wind 
variat,ions away. The shear Zone a t  the top of the inversion layer ran be l~arclly 
detect,ed from t,he dropsonde wind data. The  radiosoncle wind inforinat,ion based on 
t,he a-navigat,ion syst,em is less accurate than t,he aircraft INS and GPS posit.ioning. 
The dropsonde wind calculation needs averaging over a large hcight, int,erval t.o yield 
wind with a accuracy of ~ t 5  m/s. whereas t,he GPS-corrected wind has an instant 
accuracy of 2~0.25 m/s. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of temperaturc and relative humidity from aircraft ascent and 
descent and dropsonde data 011 March 23. 
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Figure 8: Intercomparison of wind speed and  wind components from aircraft ascent and  
descent and dropsonde data  On March 23. 
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5. Flight Catalogue 
The following cat,alogue present,s sat.el1it.e Images from X O A A  sat~e1lit.c~ (channel 4 )  
for the days of t,he experiment t,ogct,her wit,h t,he ground tracks of eit,her aircraft, 
ancl three-dimensional views of flight, paths, The satellitc ilriages are not, precisely 
geocoded. t,he aircraft t,racks are correct wit,h rcspect t o  the lat,itude/longitude grid. 
Dropsonde releases are marked by circled black dots. Channel 4 dat,a reflect ice 
surfaces and high clouds as whit,e, low clouds as grey and water surfaces as dark. 
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Flights O n  February 28, 1993 
The a,nticyclonic sit,uat,ion in the Spitzbergen region becomes weakened by a depres- 
sion with altocumulus approaching from SW. The  stratocumulus cloud deck over t.he 
ocean ends at  the ice margin, no low clouds and only thin altostratus are present 
over the sea ice. Nosth of 81.30Â° thin ground fog is observed. 
The Polar 2 and P o l d  flights provide intercomparison data, checks on their inst,ru- 
mentation and in-flight calibrations. Polar 2 also performs a northbound ice survey 
flight to 81.30Â°N Polar4 inspect.~ t,hc landing strips of Ny Alesund ancl Svea. 
Figure 9: NOAA 11, 04:47:00. Polar 2 flight track. 
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Flights O n  March 4, 1993 
On t.he rear sidc of depressions sout,heast of Spit,zbergen a cold air mass passes the 
marginal ice Zone from the north. No clouds are observed in t,he sea icc region 
and over Spit,zbergen. Leads causc t,lle developinent of sea fog near the ice margin, 
which becomes more intense over t,hc occan. The oceanic region is covered by 6-718 
of st.rat,ocumulus. 
Polar2 first performs a west,bound ascent and intercomparison flight. wit,li the D- 
IBL'F. then turns nort,hward for lincscan observations at  FL 100 to 81Â° and per- 
forms low level traverses across t,he ice margin (80.30Â°N and at. 78.30Â°X Polar4 
t,urns t,o t,he west from Longyearbyen and during a northbound flight 9 dropsondes 
are released from the aircraft to document the air mass transformat,ion during t,he 
cold air outbrcak. 
Figure 10: NOAA 12. 08:42:00. Polar 4 flight track. 
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Flights O n  March 5 ,  1993 
T h e  situation is similar t.o t,he previous day wit,h anticyclonic conclit~ions ancl a 
northerly flow. No clouds are prcscnt. over t,he sea ice region but 6-818 Sc over t,hc 
ocean. 
T h e  t,wo aircraft meet t,o t h e  west of Spit~,bergen and per forn~  a n  int,ercomparison 
and LSC northbound flieht in loose combinat,ion t,o 80.30Â°N Supcrposed flights at- 
different levels are  performed t,o st,ucIy at.mospheric radiat,ional effect.~. Polar 8 ancl 
Polar4 then pass t,he POLA RSTERNposi t ion t,owards t,he ice margin for t,urbulence 
studies and intercomparisons. 
Figure 11: NOAA 12, 08:21:00. Polar 4 flight track 
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Flights on March 10, 1993 
A weak outbreak of cold air determines the weat,her conclit,ions in t,lse Spitzbergen 
region. No clouds are present north of 80.40Â°N Sea fog develops over leads and 
Open water a t  the ice margin. 618 cu~nulus clouds ovcr t,he ocean h a \ ~  a distinct 
roll-type appearance. 
Polar2 performs a northbound flight at FL 60 over Polarstern at  posit,ion 81.25'1, 
6.5OE. The return flight to the ice margin at, 100 ft and 4 superposrd flight legs 
provide turbulente; laser altimet,er and linescan camera data. 
Figure 12: NOAA 11, 12:49:16, Polar 4 flight track 
10 March 19 
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Flights O n  March 11, 1993 
The high pressure situation with weak pressure gradients persists. Winds are 
northerly. No high clouds, but shallow fog and hazc - thickcning to~vards thc icc 
edge - is observed in the  sea ice Zone. The ocean is covered by 6-818 Sc. 
The airciaft carry out a comparison with the BSRN-station at Ny Alesund. Polare 
then performs a northbound flight with a series of drop-soundings to the position of 
Polarstern. The Polar2-flights at heights of FL 100 resp. 100 ft over the Polarstern- 
position provide LSC-, IRLS- and turbulence data. Low level flight legs near the ice 
edge are repeated 4 times for turbulence studies. 
Figure 13: NOAA 11, 07:35:00 , Polar 4 flight track. 
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Flights O n  March 12, 1993 
The ridge of an ant,icyclone over Xort.hern Greenland ext,ends over Spitzbergen. To 
t,he west, of Spitzbergen a depression with midlevel and high clouds gradually moves 
northward. Winds are weak and variable in the sea ice Zone. where visibilities are 
reduced by haze. 
Polar2 perforins a LSC- and IRLS-flight over the position of Polarstern to  81.25ON. 
During the low-level return flight, t,he vessel is passed again for t,urbulence and radi- 
ation int,ercomparisons. Dunng furt,her flight legs a t  100 f t  north of the ice margin 
t,urbulence and laser data are obtained. 
Figure 14: X0A.A 11, 12:26:13. Polar 2 flight track 
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Flights O n  March 16, 1993 
Small pressure differences cause weak winds from the north. Stratus clouds are 
present in the sea ice Zone south of the position of Polarstern (80.8OS). They becoine 
broken north of 81Â°N Thick sea fog develops over Open water a t  the icc margin. 
At heights of 100 ft above ground (Polar 2) and 1000 ft above cloud tops (Polare) 
the aircraft pass the Polarstern position towards 8 1 . 4 O S  t o  obtain t,urbulence da ta  
and to detect cloud radiat,ional effects. Simultaneous siiperposed flight legs arc 
repeatedly flown by the aircraft nea,r t,he ice edge for the Same purpose. 
Figure 15: NOAA 10, 09:21:00, Polai 4 flight track. 
1 arch 1993 
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Flights O n  March 17, 1993 
A weak low-pressure syst,em is sit,uat,ed nort,h of Spit,zbergen. A t,ongue of moist air 
extends to the south from the cent,er of t.he depression and over Spitzbergen. Cloucl 
tops within the moist. zone are at  2300 m. Pressure gracIient,s in t . 1 ~  sea ice zone 
west of 10 O E  are weak. No high or midlcvel clouds are observecl t h r e .  St,rong sea 
fog develops from the leads and changes t.0 st~rat,ocurnulus over the ocean west of 
Spitzbergen. 
Polar2 performs a high-lcvel LSC- and IRLS-ice-survey to t.he position of Polarstern. 
The vessel is then passed tllrcc t,imes at, a hcight of 100 ft. for t ,~~rbulence st,udies and 
Sensor intercomparison. Flight legs a t  100 ft for turbulente studies are flown seven 
times near the ice edge. 
Figure 16: S O A A  10. 08:57:00. Polar 2 flight track. 
17 March 1993 
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Flights O n  March 19, 1993 
Cold air is advected wit,h a nort,herly flow in t,he boundary layer. while a south- 
east,erly flow persist,~ above. The oceanic region west of Spitzbergen is covered with 
8/8 Sc. Cloucl conditions are variable in the sea ice zone. The bases of the Sc are 
between 300 ft and 600 ft. the tops are bet.ween 2000 ft and 5000 ft. 
Polar 2 and Polar 4 obta,in met,eorological fields wit.h high resolution within a box 
of 100 km horizontal ext,ent over t,he ice margin. Polar 2 measures t,urbulent fluxes 
and the radiation balance near the surface. while Polar4 performs multiple ascents 
and descent,~ as well as dropsoundings. Dropsondes are also released downstream 
of the box. P0h.1-2 obt,ains LSC- and ILRS-data during a high-level over Polarstern 
and airborne dat,a comparison data during t,hree low level passes of the vessel. 
Figure 17: NOAA 11. 12:41:24. Polar 4 flieht track. 
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Flights O n  March 20, 1993 
Rising pressure over Greenland causes the development of anticyclonic conditions 
t.o the west and northwcst of Spitzbergen. The cold-air outbreak with a northerly 
flow becomes weaker in the Course of the day and winds change to easterlies in the 
marginal ice zone. 
Similar to the day before. the flights of P o l a r h d  Polar4 are coordinated to  obtain 
meteorological ficlds with a high resolution within a box of 100 km horizontal extent 
and 2 km vertical extent over the ice margin. Polar2 obtains turbulent fluxes and 
the radiation Balance near the surface. while Polar4 performs multiple ascents and 
descents as well as dropsoundings on the periphery of the box. Dropsondes are also 
released along the air inass trajectory south of the box. 
Figure 18: NOAA 11, 12:29:44, Polar 4 flight track. 
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Flights O n  March 23, 1993 
Anticyclonic conditions with a weak pressure distribution cause moderate wind 
speeds. The sea ice is covered with extendcd hazc ficids. Intcnsc sca fog dcvcl- 
ops over leads and south of the ice margin. 718 Sc is observed over the ocean. 
The aircraft are used for a similar mission to the previous days. They obtain me- 
teorological fields with a high resolut,ion within a box OS 100 km horizontal extent 
and 2 km vertical extent over the ice margin. Polar 2 measure t,urbulent fluxes and 
the radiation balance near the surface, while Polar4 performs mult,iple ascents and 
descents as well as dropsoundings on the periphery OS the box. 
Figure 19: NOAA 11, 11:52:45. Polar 4 flieht track. 
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Flights on March 2 5 ,  1993 
A low pressure syst.eni passes Spitzbergen on a rout,e remaining sout,h of the 
archipelago. In the marginal ice Zone ant,icyclonic ~ondi t~ ions  persist,. 
The aircraft perform missions similar t,o t,he t,hree previous days. They obtain near 
surface fluxes (Polar2)  and profiles of humidity, t.emperature, wind and radiation 
by aircraft, ascent,s ancl clescents as well as by radiosoncle drops (Polar4) .  
Figure 20: S O A A  11, 06:26:00, Polar 4 flight track. 
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6. Data Presentation 
In this section a few examples of typical features measured during the experiment 
are presented. This is meant to illustrate the obtained data set and its adequacy for 
further analyses to meet the scientific objectives of REFLEX 11. 
6.1. Detection of surface structure by laser altimeter measurements 
The height of t,he aircraft above the local sea level must be known with an accuracy 
of ~2 cm to compute the surface profile from the distance measurement of the laser 
altimeter. The high frequency vertical movement can be derived from the aircraft's 
inertial system (INS). The accuracy of the vertical acceleration measurement is suf- 
ficient to allow an integration over up to a minute. corresponding to 5 km distance 
at normal speed. 
Scales beyond this 5 km cannot be resolved, as none of the other height measure- 
ment,s can provide sufficient accuracy: Thc selected-availability code of GPS im- 
poses errors of (T, = 60m on the vertical component of the position. The spectrum 
of thesc fluctuations peaks around a period of 600s. Averaging over about one 
minute, the time to fly 5 km, therefore does not reduce this error to anywhere near 
the required 2cm. The radar altimeter measures the height above the local sea 
level only over Open wat,er. Over ice the echo is a complex mixture of reflections 
from inside the ice floes, leading to an apparent increased distance over thick ice. 
The static air pressure typically varies by 1 hpa over 100 km on the synoptic scale. 
Near sea level this corresponds to some 50 cm height difference over 5 km distance. 
The resulting error is 25 times too large for a correct height reference. 
The recorded signal is subjected to a filter that removes white noise with a standard 
deviation of 0.03 m; a value found by recording the  laser altimeter pointing a t  a white 
surface at  30 m distance. Three consecutive samples are then averaged, reducing the 
distance between samples to the diameter of the beam at  30m. The surface height 
profile is then calculated as the difference between the high-pass filtered height of 
the aircraft (from INS integration) and the high-pass filtered laser distance. Lastly, 
from each surface point the minimum in the vicinity of 2.5km is subtracted. 
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Figure 21 shows an example of the laser profile from a flight in closed pack ice 
with ridged floes and leads covered by nilas. Also shown is the surface temperature 
measured by the KT4 radiation thermometer. 
file: grd930310, filier: 5km 
Figure 21: An example of laseraltimeter and KT4-data 
6.2. Observations with the  Line Scanner Systems 
The digital images are geometrically adjusted, the infrared line Scanner (IRLS) data 
are temperature calibrated and erroneous scans are elimina,ted. Then images of the 
visible and infrared bands are produced. The data are processed to derive different 
ice parameters. Figure 22 shows an example of the ice, nilas (new ice), water and 
temperature distribution, observed during a flight at  an altitude of about 2 km over 
the marginal ice Zone on 28 Feb 28, 1993. Both images Cover an area of about 20 km2 
(4 X 5 km). Similar data were acquired during 11 flights, covering a total area of 
more than 3000 km2. 
The upper figure displays the LSC-data, where dark, gray and light areas correspond 
to water, nilas and Snow covered ice fields, respectively. The surface temperatures 
obtained by the IRLS (bottom) range between -2 'C (black) and -27 OC (white). 
Typical surface features are reflected by both figures, i.e. ice free cracks and leads, 
new ice fields and Snow covered ice floes of different sizes. The bulk ice structures 
are similarly discriminated by both systems. The IRLS resolves many details much 
better than the LSC, since the shortwave reflectivity of Snow covered ice floes hardly 
depends On the thickness and structure of the ice floes. Different ice thicknesses, 
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Figure 22: Shortwave reflectivity (LSC top) and surface temperature ( IRLS bottom) 
obtained for a 4 X 5 km scene 50 km to the north of the ice margin. Surface temperatures 
Span the range from -27 ' C  (white) to  -2 ' C .  
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Figure 23: Relative frequencies of different ice types, derived from IRLS (left) and the 
LSC (right) data. The numbers beneath the figure give the calculated percentages and 
refer to figure 22. Notation: W. - water, v.t.d.n. - very thin dark nilas. t.d.n. - thin dark 
nilas, d.n. - dark nilas, 1.n. - light nilas, o.i. old Snow covered ice, n. nilas. 
however, significantly affect the surface temperature. unless the snow thickness ex- 
ceeds some 5 to 10 cm. Figure 23 supports this finding. The relat.ive frequencies of 
6 different ice types are presented On the left. Surface temperatures decrease from 
very thin dark nilas (v.t.d.n.) to old snow covered ice (0.i.). The percentage of 
snow-covered floes from the LSC-data overestimates the area of old ice significantly. 
More than 75 % of the sea-ice is new ice or nilas. marked by a surface temperature 
much higher than that of the Snow covered thick ice floes in the upper right and the 
lower left part of Figure 22. 
Camera data are obtained during 190 flight legs from heights between 30 m and 3000 
m. The total area scanned is 3200 km2. Each flight leg is subdivided into single 
images of 1024 lines X 256 rows, corresponding to a length of about 1.5 km in the 
flight direction and a width of the aircraft altitude. After correction for vignettation 
an interactive dynamic threshold method is applied to all images to identify water, 
nilas and ice. 
The mean percentages and areas of three classes at  the end of the experiment are 
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This distribution is considered as representative for the ice conditions in the marginal 
ice Zone at the end of the winter. since more than 2400 pictures are analyzed for 
this invest,igation and the flight legs Cover all parts of the marginal ice Zone between 
the inner and the outer region. 
6.3. Observation of mesoscale a tmospher i c  s t ruc tu res  
Two basic aircraft flight patterns are combined with the release of dropsondes. The 
development of the convective boundary layer during cold air outbreaks on a scale 
of roughly 350 km is documented by straight flights of Polar4 opposite to the wind 
of the boundary layer. These flights start at  about 78 O N  west of Spitzbergen over 
Open water and end near 81 O N  over the region with an ice concentration of nearly 
100 %. Dropsondes are released at  intervals of 50 - 60 km from an altitude of 3000 
m. Box patterns with a horizontal scale of 100 km X 100 km are flown near the 
ice edge. Sondes are released at  heights of 1800 m to 2000 m above ground with a 
horizontal spacing of about 30 km - 60 km. Polar 2 obt,ains near-surface turbulent 
fluxes in the central part of the box. Both patterns provide data for the forcing and 
validation of mesoscale models. 
Cold  a i r  ou tb reaks  
Figures 24, 25 and 26 show vertical profiles of potential temperature 0, specific 
humidity s and vector plots of horizontal winds from dropsonde data on March 4, 
10 and 11. 
In all cases the profiles are similar. The initially stably stratified air moves southward 
over the ocean and heats up. A convective boundary layer with well organized 
convective rolls develops south from the ice edge. 
Satellite images as well as cloud observations from the aircraft show that rolls are 
clearly developed on March 4 and 10. but not on March 11. Convective layers 
develop similarly, however. The capping inversion rises almost identically On March 
10 and 11 and the 0-profiles observed a t  these two days a t  the Same geographic 
position agree very well. Obviously the convective layer is stationary for a period of 
nearly 24 hours with respect to temperature. 
The wind fields on March 10 and 11 are similar. In both cases the inversion layer 
height is clearly marked by a change of wind direction. This can be explained 
by two combined effect of two processes. The differential  hea t ing  over the ice 
and water causes the horizontal temperature gradients from north to  south in the 
convective layer and within the inversion layer. Therefore the related thermal wind 
is perpendicular to the temperature gradient, i.e. from west to east, and causes the 
geostrophic wind to turn to the right with increasing height. S t r o n g  m i x i n g  as the 
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Figure 24: Dropsonde temperature. humidity and wind profiles on March 4. The wind 
profiles are placed at the release positions of the sondes. 
second process acts to distribute the mean momentum homogeneously throughout 
the layer. The wind shear, therefore, remains confined to the capping inversion 
layer. A comparison with the aircraft measurements shows that  the sondes tend to 
underestimate changes of wind direction. Wind vectors on March 4 differ from those 
obtained on March 10 and 11 with respect to both magnitude and shear. A jet like 
structure with maximum wind speeds of 15 m/s near the ground is observed. In 
contrary to the other days only a slight change of wind direction is present. 
On March 10 and 11 the profiles of specific humidity s also develop similarly. 
Throughout the whole convective layer s decreases with height On both days. Within 
the well mixed cloud layer the decrease of s with height is due to condensation of 
water vapour to liquid water or sublimation to ice. The sublimation process seems 
to be dominant, since the temperatures are around -20Â° and the measured hu- 
midities in clouds are close to saturation over an ice surface, but are too low for 
saturation over water. 
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Figure 25: Dropsonde temperature, humidity and wind profiles on March 10. The wind 
profiles are placed a t  the release positions of the sondes. 
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Figure 26: Dropsonde temperature, humidity and wind profiles on March 11. The wind 
profiles are placed at  the release positions of the sondes. 
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Three dimensional mesoscale structures at  the ice margin 
Four flights are carried out under different synoptic situations and with different ice 
conditions. Results obtained from the drop sondes on March 25 are discussed in the 
following. Drop sondes are released on the peripheries of two boxes. A descent and 
ascent of Polare follows each release. Profiles of temperature, humidity and wind 
are thus available from sondes and Polar 4 .  Additionally Polar 2 is operating in the 
inner box close to the ground so that turbulence measurements are available too. 
The flight tracks, ice concentrations and cloud base and top information is shown 
in Fig. 27. 
The box margins are arranged along and perpendicular to the mean wind direction. 
Ice concentration isolines run from nort,hwest to southeast,. In the northeastern part 
of the box ice concentration is 100 %, whereas no ice is observed in the so~t~hwest~ern 
I (718 StCu 7 
drop sondes 
Figure 27: The "double box" flight pattern on March 25, 1993. The capital letters 
denote the positions and order of dropsonde releases. Ice concentration and cloud 
information is schematic. 
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Figure 28: Dropsonde wind profiles on March 25. The profiles are placed such that the 
lower right Corners coincide with the release positions of the sondes. 
part. The observed cloud coverage is closely rehted to the ice concentration. In the 
north with Ic > 95% no clouds but arctic haze is present. Convective clouds with 
tops rising along the flow develop, where leads and Open water allow for significant 
heat and moisture supply from below. A sharp increase of cloud tops is observed 
near the southern edge. Within a few km cloud tops increase from 500 to 750 m. 
The cloud basis is close to the ground all over the total box. 
The temperature profiles (Fig. 29) show a temperature inversion below the cloud 
tops in the southern part of the box. Profiles of specific humidity are displayed in 
Fig. 30. Most profiles show s decreasing with height within the convective layer 
indicating that  condensation or sublimation takes place. In contrast to the data of 
March 10 and 11, a minimum values of s appears at  the inversion. 
Two sondes are released at the Same geographic posit,ion, namely the southeast- 
ern Corner of the box, with a time lag of roughly 3 hours. Thus the condition of 
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Figure 29: Dropsonde temperature profiles on March 25. The profiles are placed such 
that the lower right Corners coincide with the release positions of the sondes. 
stationarity can be checked. The temperatures and humidity profiles from the two 
sondes agree very well. Fig. 28 displays wind variations within the box. The mean 
wind direction is from north but there are deviations of roughly 50 degrees near the 
ground. One of the profiles in the eastern part reveals a change of wind direction 
by 90 degrees above the inversion. This profile is probably influenced by the orog- 
raphy of Spitzbergen. Wind speed variations are generally small, but some show a 
jet-like structure as on March 4. Changes of wind direction with height tend to be 
underestimated by the sondes. On March 25, however, the aircraft observed wind 
vectors also reveal only small variations in the vertical. 
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Figure 30: Dropsonde humidity profiles on March 25. The  profiles are placed such that 
the lower right Corners coincide with the release positions of the sondes. 
6.4. Compar ison of E R S  I SAR-da ta  a n d  digi ta l  c a m e r a  d a t a  
The locations of the SAR-scenes from t,he ERS I passes during REFLEX I1 were 
known during the experiment. The LSC. the IRLS, the Laser altimeter and the 
KT4 were used to obtain related surface observations. 
An example of intercomparisons is displayed in Figs. 31 to 33. Fig. 31 shows the 
NOAA-image (Channel 4) of the region, where the cold sea-ice surfaces and the 
high cirrus clouds in the southwest appear light, whereas the cloud-free oceans are 
dark and low-level clouds are light grey. The region to the northwest of Spitzbergen 
marks a SAR szene obtained on the same day. The uncalibrated SAR quicklook 
data with pixel resolution of 100 m x 100 m were transferred to Longyearbyen via 
telecommunication. Certain graphical oiit.put from these data was transported by 
Polar 2 to RV Polarstern and used as a basis for glaciological field work. 
Fig. 32 shows a subregion of the full SAR-szene, which were also covered by LSCand 
IRLS-observations. The light pixels with intense backscatter roughly correspond to 
the cold ice surfaces in the upper part of the IRLS-image. These floes are rather thick 
and Snow covered. In the lower part the surface appears warmer (IRLS) and the ice 
smoother (SAR). This is due to the presence of thin ice of only some 50 cm thickness. 
From ground observations it, is known. that most of this ice formed in the days before 
the observation. The LSC-image in the visible well reflects similar contrasts in the 
left part of the figure, whereas the surface is masked by sea fog and haze to the  right. 
The IRLS-data therefore provide more homogeneous intercomparison data than the 
LSC-images, which are sensitive to day-light conditions and ground visibility. 
The displayed band of SAR-, LSC- and IRLS-data includes the position of RV 
Polarstern (see Fig. 33). The vessel in the upper middle of the figure appears dark 
and cold. The IRLS-image reflects many details of the surface temperature and 
allows the thin ice to be distinguished from a newly formed lead near the bottom of 
the figure. 
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Figure 31: A NOAA-11 image in the  thermal infrared (channel 4): obtained on March 
12. 1993. The  box near the  ice margin indicates the  position of a Szene obtained by the  
SAR-instrument onboard the ERS-I. 
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Figure 32: Part of a SAR-scene obtained on March 12, 1993, and related IRLS- and 
LSC-data. KT4-surface temperature data  in the middle of the band are displayed as well. 
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Figure 33: IRLS- (top) and LSC-data in the vicinity of RLr Polarstern obtained on March 
12, 1993. 
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